C.S. Lewis: Revelation and the Christ

C.S. Lewis: Revelation and the Christ is a series of books by P.H. Brazier that have a common theme: the understanding of Christ, and therefore the revelation of God, in the work of C.S. Lewis. As such this is a key to his theology and philosophy, and in many ways all his work.

These books are a systematic study of Lewis’s theology, Christology and doctrine of revelation; as such they draw on his life and work. They are written for academics and students, but also, crucially, for those people, ordinary Christians, without a theology degree who enjoy and gain sustenance from reading Lewis’s work.

The series, C.S. Lewis: Revelation and the Christ consists of four books—

Book One
C.S. Lewis—Revelation, Conversion, and Apologetics

Book Two
C.S. Lewis—The Work of Christ Revealed

Book Three
C.S. Lewis—The Christ of a Religious Economy

A fourth volume, consisting of an in-depth bibliography, with an introductory essay on Christology as the study of Christ, a glossary and guide, completes the series:

Book Four
C.S. Lewis—An Annotated Bibliography and Resource


All four books will be published by Wipf and Stock, in the Pickwick Publications imprint.

“Who is the Christ?” Answers, full details, descriptive essays on each volume, detailed contents, more about each book, endorsements, and links to Wipf and Stock, all can be found on the dedicated website:

www.cslewisandthechrist.net
“Comments and publications on C.S. Lewis have become increasingly sterile since his death in 1963—mere footnotes to the champion of ‘mere Christianity.’ So what a joy it is to find, as we do in this first volume of Paul Brazier’s painstaking study of Lewis’s thought, a genuine work of scholarship that is not only worthy of the great man but also provides for us what Lewis never did himself: a systematic philosophical theology of his religious method and beliefs.”

Dr. Andrew Walker
Emeritus Professor of Theology, Religion, and Culture, King’s College London

“Paul Brazier’s new book performs two functions: it reveals the strength and depth of C.S. Lewis’s contribution to modern Christianity, and it demonstrates the desirability of the art of apologetics in the contemporary world. As always, the writing is clear and direct, and the author has the ability to convey complex ideas and information to the non-specialist reader without surrendering any intellectual rigor.”

Dr. Brian Horne, Retired Lecturer in Systematic Theology, King’s College London

“In this rigorous and searching study of the theology of C.S. Lewis, Paul Brazier locates Lewis within the wider context of theological scholarship and shows him to be a theologian to be reckoned with in his own right, rather than simply a popularizer of Christian faith. This most welcome volume in a proposed four-volume series will surely prove invaluable in the assessment of Lewis’s legacy.”

Dr. Murray Rae, Professor and Head of the Department of Theology and Religion, University of Otago, New Zealand

www.cslewisandthechrist.net